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The pressure broadening of spectral lines has been of interest 
for a long time. Michelson's study^ of line broadening is perhaps the 
first one in the field. In that paper, he introduced for the first time 
the concept of interruption broadening due to collisions. The argument 
is that a hard-sphere atom (or molecule) will undergo the process of 
emitting electromagnetic wave of its natural frequency in between colli­
sions. The collision has the effect of terminating the radiations and 
thus a finite wave train is formed which is our interruption broadened
spectral line after a Fourier transform is performed on it. This theory
2was modified by Lorentz classically. With the advent of quantum mechan-
3 4ics, new justifications were added by Weisskopf and Jablonski, It was 
subsequently improved by Foley^ and Lindholm.^
The Fourier transform treatment gives good results in optical 
region.^ However, it fails in the microwave and infra-red regions. The 
major difficulty arises from the breakdown of the adiabatic hypothesis.
In the optical region, the energy difference is much larger than the 
average kinetic energy of the colliding molecules. Therefore, the
1
2
assumption that the probability of the collision induced transition is 
small is valid. This assumption is no longer valid in the microwave 
region since the energy difference is smaller than the average kinetic 
energy. Precisely for the same reason, the pressure-broadened line- 
width of the rotational spectra of molecules may provide a powerful tool 
to study the general problem of interactions between molecules^”^̂  since 
the linewidth will yield information about the cross sections for trans­
fer of rotational energy and consequently the intermolecular forces.
The most successful theory for studying microwave linewidth to
11 12 date was due to Anderson and improved by Tsao and Curnutte. This
theory which is the central theme of the next chapter takes care of the 
diabatic effects. A number of other theoretical works on linewidth has 
appeared in recent y e a r s . T h e y  vary from using different methods 
to arrive at the same result (Cooper, Trindle and Illinger) to slightly 
modified version (Murphy and Boggs). However, Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte 
theory is still the single most powerful tool in the study of microwave 
linewidth. In the subsequent chapters, we will use this theory to per­
form a first principle calculation of the linewidth of the rotational 
spectra of a number of symmetric-top molecules and compare the results 




In 1949, P. W. Anderson^^ proposed a generalized theory of col­
lision broadening. This theory has the following basic assumptions:
1. Assumption of a classical path. It is assumed that for all 
collisions involved, the colliding molecules can be viewed as point di­
poles traveling along a classical straight line path. For very close 
collision, this assumption is not valid. However, we can consider the 
molecules as wave packets. These wave packets are very small compared 
to the effective collision radius. This makes the assumption a very 
good one in almost all cases considered.
2. Zero collision time. The duration of the collision is very 
small as compared to the interval between collisions. This assumption 
has the effect that either the lines under consideration are degenerate 
or they are well-separated.
3. Binary collision. Only the collision involving a pair of 
molecules —  the emitter and the perturber is considered. This is seen 
to be valid when the pressure is sufficiently low and the temperature 
high.
Following Foley's approach, Anderson first wrote down the quan­
tum mechanical expression for intensity of the spectral line due to
3
dipole radiation as
I (CJ) = const X to Trace ^  J ^dtexp(iWt)(/g(t)
^ dt'exp(-icOt')//z(t') ]. 
"/-do
(2.1)
This equation has since been proved by Margenau and Bloom, 17
where ^  is the density matrix andyfZ(t) is the dipole matrix. Using the 
time-development operator technique
M.(t) = U-^U; T = = expC^Hot) (2.2)
where is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
H = Hq + Hi(t) (2.3)
with H^(t), the time-dependent interaction Hamiltonian. Then through 
Correlation Function scheme and a rather formidable mathematical manipu­
lation, this theory gives the cross-section as
-  C2%bS(b)db, (2.4)
where the function g^b) is a weight factor governing the effectiveness 
of a particular collision to interrupt a particular radiation and 
impact parameter or the distance of closest approach of the molecules. 
The function S(b) increases as b decreases until b = b^ and S^b^) = 1 
which means the radiation is completely interrupted.
b,o
S(b)
Figure 1. Relation between b and S(b).
where
S(b) can be expanded as 
S(b) = So(b) + Si(b) + 8 2 (b) + ...
S(,(b) = 0
8 fb̂  - i f Z I
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It is imaginary and contributes only to the line-shift. 
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(2.7)
8 2  (b)outer . I ' n ” ' (jf°'£J2'” 2 I V f ‘-2'"2 > „  O'(2 jf + l)(2 j2 + 1 )
and
■ ■ '> ' ^   ̂ (jflmgM |jimi)(jflmf'M jjimg')
S2 (»).iddle = - (2 j, + 1 )(2J2 + 1)
mg,mg' 
m 2 ,m2 '
M
x(jgmgj2m2 ]P | jgmg'j2 'm2 ')
x(jgmg'j2 'm2 * | P | jgmgj2m 2 ). (2.9)
Where jgmg, jgmg, jg'mg', jg'm^' are the quantum numbers of the initial 





where is the interaction Hamiltonian with the time-dependence due to
6
inserted:
(m|H[|n) = (m|H]̂ (t)| n) exp [ (E„, - Ejj)t/itr], (2.11)
(jflmj M| j^m^) and (jglmg' M|Î2™2') the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients.
S2 (b) is real and contributes to the linewidth. The haIfwidth AV
is related to the cross-section by
Ay= Elf. (2 .1 2 )
2 %
Nv ^  gives the number of collisions per unit time. N is the number
of molecules per unit volume and v the relative molecular thermal
velocity.
Equation (2.4) gives only the collision cross section of a
emitter at a particular molecular quantum state a
perturber at J2> K2- We may call it the partial cross section and
denote it by . The number of molecules in this particular
18
state is proportional to the statistical weight fj^ ,
g = S(I, K)(2J + 1) I B^Gh^
41^+41 + 1 I (kT)3
xexp [bJ(J + 1) + (C - B)K^j'n/kT (2.13)
where I is the spin quantum number. B and C are rotational con­
stants; k, the Boltzmann constant; h, Planck constant. T is the 
temperature. The factor S(I, K) is such that: 
for K a multiple of 3, but not 0,
S(I, K) = 2(41^ + 41 + 3)f (I) ; (2.14a)
7
for K = 0,
S(I, K) = (41̂  + 41 + 3)f(I); (2.14b)
for K not a multiple of 3,
S(I,K) = 2(41^ + 41)f (I) ;
with
f(I) = (21 + l)/3.
The cross section of a given molecule at a state Jĵ  and then is 
given by
^  K ~  ̂ tF
1 1  J2K 2 J2 % 2  J2% 2 '
Where theoretically the summation is taken from J2 = 0  to infinity 
with K2 “ degeneracy. However, the upper limit in practice is dic­
tated by the statistical weight such that we cut off the series 
when the upper levels are less populated and give insignificant 
contributions to the total cross section
12TSAO-CURNUTTE MODIFICATION
Anderson applied his theory originally to the ammonia 
inversion spectral line broadening with success. It was Tsao- 
Curnutte modification which completes the theoretical frame work 
and takes into consideration the different interactions.
They expand the angular part of the interaction Hamiltonian 
in spherical harmonics. The general form of the matrix element P 
is then of the form




Where are the apherical harmonics. For symmetric-top
molecules the matrix elements are
(j'K'm'|^(*8 ) I jKm) = r(2j + D  (2K + 1)1^
I 4iC(2j' + 1) J
x(jkKOJj'K') (jkmA. |j'm'). (2.15)
The quantum numbers are related as
j + k  = j',K + 0 =  K ' , m + A  = m'.
The modified expressions of 8 2 (b) are:
S2 0 >)outer,l = ̂  Z I  , O i W M i K i > ^
3 2 e  3t 22
ki k 2
h  ^2
x^jgkgKgO 132*^2^^ |a(Akj) (2.16a)
8 2 (b)outer,f “ j ̂  |3f'̂ f)
k [ k ^
h  ̂ 2
x(j2k 2K 2 0 |j2 'K2)^a(Akj)? (2.16b)
and
16TT
x H  71 (-1)^^ 0|j K.)
kik2 j2 '  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂^
A 1A 2
X ( j fkfKf 0 I j fKf) ( j 2^2^201 j 2 ’K2) ̂ 
xW ( j j ̂ j j g, Ik^) a (k̂ k̂gÂ Âg j)
xa'(kĵ k2  "Agj') (2.17)
where W Is the Racah's coefficient.
DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION
The classical dipole-dipole interaction between two molecules 
is given by the expression
— > — » — >■ — > — > — > n
Pi ' ? 2  - 3 (Pi • Ro)(P2 • »
where P^, P£ are the dipole moments of the molecules, R is the dis­
tance between the molecules and ^  is the unit vector along R. For 
linear or symmetric-top molecules, the dipole moment can be specified 
by its magnitude and the direction of the symmetry axis.
The interaction Hamiltonian is then 
P1 P2
(mipin) = ^  ( 1̂?! + G2F2 + (2.18)
where
F^ = sin0]^cos^sin02cos^2" 2sin0j^sin^>j^sin02sin^2 + cos02^cos02
F2 = SsinÔĵ sin̂ ĵ cos 6  2"̂  3cosôj^sin^2®^a^2 (2.19)




G2 =  p --------- ^  dt (2 .2 0 )
. +COr *» z tQ \ exp(iWmnt)cos 4/ dt , 
J - AD r3
where (<f>ĵ, G^) and (4>2>'̂ 2̂  are the direction of the dipole P^ and P2  
respectively. The quantities R and Ÿ  depend on time.
10
Figure 2. Diagram of the coordinates
If V Is the velocity of the collision, then
R = /(b2 + (2.21)
sin ~ ̂  cos = ̂  '
In Anderson's original application of the theory to ammonia 
Inversion spectral lines, he Ignored the G's entirely as he took 
Into consideration only the first order Stark effect and rotational 
resonance. These approximations are valid since the ammonia molecule 
Is a rather unique case In that the rotational energy levels occur in 
closely spaced pairs of about 1 cm”  ̂due to Inversion and that levels 
of different rotational quantum numbers J are generally separated by 
over 20 cm“ .̂ Because of this pattern of energy levels, one needs to 
consider energy transfer only between the two inversion levels of a 
given rotational state during the process of collision interruption 
of radiation. The collision induced transitions of type J —^J'
(J' J) are expected to have much smaller cross-sections on account 
of the large energy differences and are neglected aside from the case 
of rotational resonance. Furthermore, for the purpose of computing 
collision induced transition probabilities between the two Inversion 
doublets, the energy spacing between these pairs are set to zero.
For the symmetric-top molecules, the rotational constants
Il
which govern the frequencies of the J transition are less than 14
kMc/sec, hence the approximations are no longer valid. The integrals
12of G's must be evaluated. It was shown that:
Gl 2 WKi(|k|)
% 2 k 1,2^
vb̂




and K, the Bessel function of the second kind.
We can also write F's in terms of the spherical harmonics: 
Fi = 2%[Yi^(l)Yi^(2 ) + Y_i^(l)Y_i^(2 )]
+ 2|[Yĵ 1 )1 )Y_^^(2) + Y_i^(l)Yi^(2 )] 
+ ̂ Yo^(l)Yi^(2),
F2 = i • 2 /2 Tt[Yi^(l)Yo^(2 ) + Y_il(l)YQl(2) + Yo^(l)Yi^(2)
+ Yo^(l)Y-i^(2)],
F = -2%[Yil(l)Yil(2) + Y_il(l)Y_il(2) + Y.i^(l)Yil(2)
+ Yil(l)Y_il(2)] - 4HYq1(1)Yq1(2). (2.24)
Substituting the expressions of F's and G's into (2.16a),
(2.16b), and (2.17), we obtain
S2(b)o,i = I (jilKiO|ji'Ki)2
X (J21K20 |j2 'K2 )*fi(k) , (2.25)
12
where
fl(k) = I k^[K2 (̂k) + 4Ki^(k) + 3Ko^(k)] (2.26)
with similar expression for S^Cb)^ f. The function S2 (b)ĵ  is 
is expressed as
S2 (b)m = (-1 )^^^^^’*̂’’ • ^  /(2 ji + l)(2 jf + 1 )
X (iilKiOljiki) X (jflKfO IjfKf)
X 11)35 (j2lK20 U2'K2)^"fl(k) • <2.27)
Î2'
Once the S2 (b) is known, we adopt the "approximation #2" of the 
interpolation process of Anderson. Let bq be the value of b at 
which
S2 (bo) = 1 (2.28)
then
2 r "
(^2 ^ 2  + J (2!tb)db[S2 (b)o,i + S^Cb)^^
bo
+ S2 (b)J. (2.29)
The integrand is evaluated to yield
|bo2 [K3Ki + 4KqK2 " ^ 2  ̂ ~ (2.30)
COMPUTABLE FORM
As previously pointed out, in evaluating the line width of 
the symmetric-top molecules, the Anderson's approximations applied 
to ammonia inversion are no longer valid. We must now include all 
the interaction between the emitter and the perturber during the 
collision. There are the following transitions which occur in the 
collision process:
A  J2  ̂ ~ J2 “ 0 (2.31)
/\ J]_ — i"lf 2 ~ 0  (2.32)
A Jl = ±1, Ù J 2 = (2.33)
^  Jĵ - 0, +1, A  *̂2 ~ (2.34)
For the Jĵ = 0^1 transition, Bimbaum found that processes (2.31)
19and (2.32) occur with much higher probability than the others.
By neglecting the transitions (2.33) and (2.34) and setting 
E(J^ 5  1) — E(Jj s 0) S' 0, Bimbaum obtained a rather simple ex­
pression for the linewidth;
k / K,
 1--] ^ --- -> . (2.35)
(J^+1)2J - ''[J2 (J2+1)]%'
Where the expression <  ̂  is the Boltzmann average of the quantity. 
However, our calculations in the next chapter will show that for the 
higher transitions (Jĵ = 1 , 2  or above) this approximation is invalid.
Including all the processes cited above, and the proper
20 21 values for both Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and Racah's coefficients,
we obtain the following equation, the detailed evaluation will be given
in Appendix A.
_ 4 ,PlP2. 2 i_ r , K ]2
32(b) - gl-üv ) b^|j2(J2+l)lj (Ji+1) (Ji+l)(Ji+2)
2 2 2 2 - 2 
 ], J2 -K2 / (Ji+1) -Ki
(Jl+1)2/ J2(2J +1) M2Ji+l)(Ji+l)
• • ■ (J 1+2)̂  -Kî  \
fi(x(Ji-J2 +D) + l̂<̂ (̂ l-''2+2))j
14
(2J2+I) (J2+I) ( Jl (2Ji+l)
(J,+1)2 .K 2  
■*■ (Ji+1) (2jĵ +3) fl(x(J2-Jl)))
2 ■ "2 2 
% 2  f 0 1 +1 ) -Ki
J2 W 2+I) V(2Ji+l)(Ji+l) fl(x(Jl+l))
2 2 (Ji+2) -Ki
(23^+3) (Jĵ +2) fl(x(Jl+2)) 
■’■ J^(2jj+1 ) fi(x(jp)
2 2
(J1+I) -Ki
■*■ (Jj+1) (2jĵ +3) fi(x(Jj +̂l))) 
(2J2+1) (J2+1) ̂  Ji(Ji+l) (Ji+1) (Ji+2)
(Jl+1)
^ fl(x(J2+I))
+ J2(2J2+lf (ji(Jl+l) (Ji+l) (Ji+2) - fl(x:20
(J2+1)2 -K2 2  (Ji+1)2 -Ki2
(2J2+1) (J2+I) *X2Ji+l) (Ji+1) (J1+J2+2) )
. 2 „ 2(J,+2) -K,
+ ( ^ ( 3^  f,(x(J,+J2+3)))
15
< 1 ^ -.<■««»
(2.36)
where x = 4TCbB/v.
CHAPTER III 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
NUMERICAL CALCULATION
Once the analytical form of 8 2 (b) is known, we proceed to
find bg such that S2 (bo) = 1. The method used in this study is the
22standard Newton's method. In the present work, self-broadening of 
seven different symmetric-top molecules are studied. They are: 
CHgBr?*, CHgBr^^, CH3 I, CHgCl^S, CHgClS?, CH3 CN and CH3 CH. Only 
dipole-dipole interaction is considered since this is the dominating 
term for collision.
The calculation was carried out on a CDC3400 computer. Ex­
cept some physical constants such as mass number, Planck's constant, 
etc., the only input are two rotational constants B and C and the 
dipole moment. A list of these values and their sources are given 
in Table I.
The choice of the velocity, which is very crucial to the 
linewidth, is that of the relative velocity average over the 
Boltzmann distribution. This choice is justified since at suffi­
cient low pressure and room temperature the gases under consideration 
do obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Thus the velocity of the 
gas is:




For the relative velocity of two colliding molecules, the m is re­
placed by the reduced mass and
-re = y ®  (3-2)
The calculated values are listed in Table II. They are
25compared with the experimental values obtained at this laboratory.
In the calculation of the linewidths, we have neglected the hyper- 
fine splitting, namely, the width of the J-^ J+1 rather than 
J, F J+1, F ' transitions were calculated.
For CH3 CI, and CHgBr the broadening effect of different
35 35 35 37isotopic species, e.g., CH3 CI — CH3 CI and CH3 CI - CH3 CI ,
etc., must be computed separately. Since the energy differences in
(2.31) - (2.34) cannot be neglected in computing 8 2 (b), one can no
longer expect the relative linewidths of a given molecule to be
independent of the method of interpolation. For this reason the
experimental date will be compared with the theoretical values of
the absolute linewidths rather than the relative widths.
Except for the case of the CH3 CCH molecule, the theoretical 
widths are generally larger than the experimental ones. This is 
most noticeable in both isotopes of CII3 CI where one observes a dif­
ference of about 30%. Equally larger percentage differences are 
found for the low-J lines of CH3 Br^^ and CH3Br^^, but the agreement 
becomes better at higher J. The CM3 I lines show variations from 2% 
to 30% between theory and experiment. The same is true also for 
CH3 CCH except that the measured widths are consistently larger than 
the theoretical values in this case, because this molecule has a
18
TABLE I 
THE CONSTANTS FOR THE GASES





























# calculated by the author by standard method.
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TABLE II
LINEWIDTH PARAMETERS (Mc/s - torr) 
OF SYMMETRIC-TOP MOLECULES.
Gas ù  J K A F ( û>'p>Obs  ̂̂ P^Calc
35CH3 CI ^ G -  1 G
2 i2 19.5 25.3G
1 -  2 G 5 7 2 " 2 17.6 23.72
1 1 - 2  2 2 15.6 21. GG
37CH3 CI G -  1 G 3 5 2 " 2 2G.2 25.22
1 -  2 G 5 7 2 " 2 17.9 23.6G
2 - 3 G 2.7 2 2 12.8 21.81
79CHgBr'^ G -  1 G 3 5 2 ’ 2 15.7 19.87
I -  2 G 1 32 ■ 2 13.6 18.37
I 1 - 2  2 2 12.3 16.22
2 - 3 G
2 - 2
12.8 16.72
I 2 . 9  2 2 11.8 16.G2
2 1 32 - 2 11.9 13.46
20
TABLE II (Continued)
Gas A  J K A F (Ayp)calc
CHgBr^^ 3 - 4 0
2 “ 1 1 2 . 8 15.50
1 2 - 9  
2 2 13.8 15.20
2 9 - 1 1  
2 2 1 2 , 6 14.11
3 7 9
2 " 2 1 2 .0 ® 11.85
81CHgBr 0  - 1 0 3 5
2 ” 2 15.2 19.84
1 - 2 0 1 3
2 ” 2 13.3 18.32
1 I " I 12.9 16.17
2  - 3 0 5 - 5  
2 2 12.9 16.66
2
1 3
2 ” 2 12.9* 13.41
3 - 4 1 7 9
2 " 2 13.2 15.12
2
9 11 
2 ~ 2 12.9 14.08
3 3 5
2  “ I 12.7* 11.81
CH3 I 0  - 1 0 5 7
2 “ 2 13.3 15.00
1 - 2 0 7 9
2 ” 2 1 0 . 8 13.97
1
7 9
2 ” 2 9.6 12.33
TABLE II (Continued)
Gas A  J K A F (A^p)obs (APP^Calc
CH3 I 2 - 3 0 9 11 
2 ~ 2 9.5* 12.79
2 9 _ 9 9.5 10.26
2 2
3 - 4 0 3 5 
2 “  2 9.5 11.87
1
1 1 il 
2 “ 2 9.5 11.62
2
11 13 
2 “ 2 9.6 10.81
3 11 13 
2 “ 2 8 . 8 9 03
4 - 5 0 11 13 
2 2 9 8 11.37
1
13 15 
2 ~ 2 9.7 11.23
2
13 15 
2 “■ 2 9.9 10.79
3 11 -15 9.7 9.94
2 2
CH3 CN 0 - 1 0 1 - 2 94.2 91.67
C3H4 0 - 1 0 8.7 7.04
1 - 2 0 8 .0 ^ 7.10
1 8 .2^ 6.45





Gas A J K A F < APp)obs ( Alt) Calc




® Poor accuracy because of standing waves.
^ The K = 0 and K = 1 components of the J = 1 2 transition of
are separated by only 0.7 Mc/sec. The linewidth data 
for these two lines are less accurate because of the neighbor- 
line interference.
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rather small dipole moment (0.75D) and because the theoretical widths 
were calculated using only dlpole-dlpole force. Inclusion of the 
quadrupole Interaction has been attempted but the result Is not 
Impressive. In view of the disagreement of the same magnitude 
existing In other molecules, the quadrupole contribution to llne- 
wldths of CH3 CCH Is very difficult to pinpoint. The theoretical 
width comes very close to experimental value for the 0  -> 1 line of 
CH3 CN. The unusually larger linewidth Is due to the large dipole 
moment (3,92D).
The theoretical llnewldths decrease with Increasing J for 
each J, K ->J+1, K series (fixed K), and decrease with Increasing K 
In the sequence J, K J+1, K for a given J. This trend Is not 
always clear In the experimental data; when It Is evident, the rate 
of decrease of llnewldths with respect to the quantum numbers Is 
smaller than predicted by theory. If we normalize one theoretical 
width to Its corresponding experimental value for each molecule, 
the relative theoretical llnewldths so obtained naturally show better 
agreement with experiment. This Is especially true of CH3 CI, but the 
degree of Improvement for the other molecules Is not particularly 
Impressive.
AMMONIA SELF-BROADENING
In order to find out the extent of the validity of the approx­
imations employed In the calculation of the linewidth of ammonia 
Inversion spectral lines, we also calculated the line width for 
ammonia self-broadening using the exact expression of (2.36). The
24
results are tabulated in Table III where and are
taken from reference 26. exact calculation of the
absolute linewidth. It is obvious that if (^y ) 2  normalized, a 
fairly good agreement between (^V)^ and (^y ) 2 is yield which indi­
cates that the approximation is a good one.
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TABLE III 
LINEWIDTH PARAMETERS (Mc/s-torr) 
OF SELF-BROADENING OF NH3
Lines Cû^)obs (&y)i (AV> 2 Lines (Av)t>bs (Ay)i Cap) 2
(2 ,2 ) 22.3 2 2 . 6 29.7 (4,3) 2 2 . 1 2 0 . 1 26.1
(3,3) 24.0 23.9 31.4 (4,2) 16.1 14.5 19.7
(4,4) 24.4 (24.4) 32.2 (4,1) 13.4 10.3 13.4
(5,5) 24.6 24.7 32.6 (6,5) 2 2 . 0 2 2 . 0 28.5
(6 ,6) 24.0 24.9 32.8 (6,4) 19.6 18.4 24.0
(7,7) 24.6 25.0 33.0 (6,3) 16.6 14.9 19.5
(8 ,8 ) 24.7 25.1 33.2 (6 ,2 ) 13.8 11.5 14.9
(9,9) 24.6 25.2 33.4 (8,7) 21.9 22.5 29.5
(1 0 ,1 0 ) 23.8 25.3 33.6 (8 ,6 ) 19.8 19.5 25.7
(3,2) 17.6 17.6 23.0 (8,5) 17.5 16.7 21.9
(3,1) 1 2 . 8 1 1 . 0 14.4 (10,9) 2 1 . 2 23.0 30.2
PART II
APPLICATION OF THE GAUSSIAN-TYPE ORBITALS FOR 
CALCULATING ENERGY BAND STRUCTURES OF 
SOLIDS BY THE METHOD OF TIGHT BINDING
CHAPTER IV 
INTRODUCTION
The electronic energy band structure of crystalline materials 
has been of great scientific interest for many years and has been 
studied very extensively both experimentally and theoretically.
27There are a number of diversive methods employed by various authors
in solving this problem. They range from such ab initio calculation
28of self-consistant-field method of Herman to empirically adjusted
29pseudo-potential approach of Cohen. Among them one of the oldest 
and perhaps the more physical ones is the tight-binding method of 
Bloch.30
Bloch's method is basically an one-electron model. It con­
sists of making the linear combination of atomic orbitals located at 
various atomic sites to form the so-called "Bloch sum" and use the 
Bloch sum as basis functions to solve the eigenvalue problem. Before 
the advent of high speed computers, the main difficulty of applying 
this method lay in the fact that, in order to evaluate the necessary
matrix elements, a large number of multi-center integrals had to be
31evaluated, which was an almost impossible task as late as 1954.
26
27
32The first breakthrough in this respect is due to Lafon and Lin.
In their calculation of the band structure of lithum, they success­
fully evaluated all the necessary integrals involved without 
resorting to any adjustable parameter scheme for tight-binding 
calculation for the first time.
Atomic orbitals generally assume the form of the linear 
combinations of exponential functions known as Slater orbitals. The
Slater orbitals are the well-known exponential functions of the form
exp(*<(r) for s-state, xexp(-c(r) for p-state, etc. For Gaussians, we 
shall use exp(-7(!(r̂) or G®(c<,r ) to represent an s-state and 
xexpCntr̂ ) or Ĝ *(ô ,r ) for a p-state Gaussian; and G(</',r ) for
either an s- or a p-state Gaussian. To evaluate the integrals aris­
ing from two Slater orbitals situated at two different sites is the 
major difficulty encountered in the molecular calculations. On the 
other hand, it is known that the Gaussian function has a certain 
property which is very desirable in evaluating multi-center integrals, 
namely, the product of the two Gaussians having different centers A 
and B is itself a Gaussian with a center C somewhere on the line set- 
ment joining the two centers, i.e.,
) = K G ^ ^ . r g ) ,  ( 4 . 1 )
where K is a constant such that 
olj o( i — 20̂ 4 %  z.K = exp(- — — t4- ab ) , (4.2)
and “ ^i ®̂ j ’ (4.3)
28
Cx oC^ + oC j ^  o< i +o(^
o(.A^ + <?(.B 
<=2 = ■■
Therefore, a Slater orbital of the form exp(-oCr) can be transformed 
through an integral transformation of the form
r* 3 2
exp(-o(r) = (— =)\ s^ exp(- exp(sr^)ds. (4.5)
2/7T
A multi-center integral can thus be reduced to a single-center
integral. The integration over the parameter s is usually handled
by numerical integration. In their calculations of lithum and 
34diamond band structure, a Gaussian quadrature was employed. They 
proved that the tight-binding method is not only good for the co­
valent crystal such as diamond but is also very effective for metal 
like lithum where the valence electron is not tightly bound.
The success of Lafon and Lin points out the attractive features of 
the tight-binding method applied to solids. In these authors' 
opinion, it should be properly called LCAO (linear combination of 
atomic orbitals) method.
As early as 1950, Boys^^ proposed that the atomic orbitals be 
expressed as the linear combination of Gaussian functions. Subse­
quently a number of investigations were carried out to apply the
36Gaussian orbitals to the molecular calculations. The differences 
between using Gaussian-type-orbitals (GTO) and Slater-type-orbitals 
(STD) as atomic functions are;
29
1. Since the Gaussians fall off more rapidly than the Slater 
orbitals, it requires more Gaussians with a large range of magnitude 
of Gaussian exponential parameters to represent a wave function which 
could be represented by a smaller number of moderate size Slater 
orbitals. Besides, even with a large number of Gaussians, the GTO 
still fail to represent the tail part of the wave functions satis­
factorily due to the sharp-decay nature of the Gaussian functions.
2. In carrying out the multi-center integrals, the integral 
transformation (4.5) is no longer necessary. The computational labor 
involved is greatly reduced.
The present work applies the Gaussian orbitals to the energy 
band calculation. The purpose is two-fold;
1. To investigate the effect which the longer range wave 
functions have on the energy band structure, Lafon and Lin have shown 
that the major cause contributed to the failure of the previous 
tight-binding calculation was the so-called "nearest neighbor approxi­
mation" which only takes care of the interaction between the nearest 
neighboring atoms or the next-nearest neighboring atoms in the crystal 
and ignores the ones which were separated at larger distance in order 
to reduce the number of the troublesome multicenter integrals. On the 
other hand, it will give us additional insight into the problem if we 
could find out how important the tail part of the wave function is as 
far as energy band calculation is concerned. A replacement of STD by 
GTO amounts to a "cut-off" procedure for the wave functions.
2. A reduction of computer time will make the tight-binding
30
method a practical and feasible one. It Is estimated that for the
37band structure of lithum, the GTO approach requires two minutes on 
the Unlvac 1108 at the University of Wisconsin Computer Center. The 
amount required for diamond Is about five minutes. The STO requires 
hours on the CDC 3400. The results of these two different basis 
functions give excellent agreement to each other. Hence we speed up 
the computational time by a fairly large factor without any signifi­
cant loss of accuracy.
It Is believed that the Gausslan-type-orbltals will be a 
feasible tool to study the one-electron model of the solids. It Is 
likely that electronic energy band structure will be but one of the 
many calculations GTO Is capable of yielding useful Information.
CHAPTER V
CRYSTAL LATTICE AND CRYSTAL POTENTIAL 
CRYSTAL LATTICE
The space lattice of diamond Is face-centered cubic with a 
basis of two atoms at (0 , 0 , 0 ) and (%, %, %) associated with each 
lattice point. The crystal can be considered as composed of two 
interpenetrating face-centered cubic lattices displaced by a 
quarter of a lattice constant along the body diagonal.
For the face-centered cubic lattice, the periodicity of the 
crystal lattice can be represented by a set of vector ^  defined 
such that a translation by any will produce the potential at the 
starting point. ^  Is represented by the expression
^  = njai +  n^2  +  ^^3 > ( 5 . 1 )
where the n*s are the shortest possible Independent periodic trans­
lations In the lattice. For fee lattice:
\ = ^ ( 1,1,0);
^ 2  ” -^(1 )0 ,1 ) ;
^ 3  ~-^(Ojl>l)j (5.2)
where a^ Is the lattice constant.
31
32
Fig. 3 Crystal Structure of Diamond
Fig, 4 The Reciprocal Lattice of the 
fee Lattice
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Now we define another set of vectors which spans the space of 
the "reciprocal lattice." The significance of this space will be 
evident In the next chapter. We define another set of vector such 
that
Km ' - 2 *lmn • (5.3)
—&
where 1^^ are the Integers. The set of vector form the reciprocal 
lattice. In terms of the shortest possible Independent periodic 
translations In the reciprocal lattice,
^  " mib^ +  m2bf +  mgbg . (5.4)
The reciprocal lattice for fee lattice Is Itself a body-centered 
cubic and
bi - 2? (1 , 1 , -1);
®o
b2 " r  (I, -1, 1) ;®o
bt = ̂  (-1, 1, 1). (3.5)
* =o
CRYSTAL POTENTIAL
The Schroedlnger equation for an electron moving In a per­
fectly periodic crystal lattice Is
[ - ^  +  V(?) ]k|/ (r) - E(?) , (5.6)
38where atomic units are used.
unit of mass ■ the rest-mass of the electron 
unit of charge « |e|, the magnitude of the charge 
on the electron 
unit of length ■ the radius of the first Bohr orbit 
of the hydrogen atom
34
unit of energy = twice the ionization energy of the 
normal state of hydrogen atom.
V(r) is the crystal potential and according to Bloch's 
theorem, the solution must have the form
= exp(ik • ?) U^(r), (5.7)
where ̂  is the crystal momentum. The choice of crystal potential
is such that it will represent a first approximation of the true
crystal potential of the crystal under consideration. Here, in
order to compare the result with that of Lafon and Lin using STO,
atomic-Hartres-Fock-Slater potential (AHFS) according to the scheme 
39of Woodruff is used for diamond. The crystal potential is con­
sidered as the superposition of each individual free-atom potential:
V(?) = 5) Vatomic(r “ (5.8)y
where Ry is the primitive translation vector for the atomic sites. 
The atomic potential is in turn expressed as the sum of the Coulomb 
and exchange contributions:
^ a t o m i c " "r+ Ç p(x')r:'̂ dr' + 4W (^(r')r'dr', (5.9)
o r
f  ■ (5.X0)
Where Z is the atomic number, /9(r) is the atomic charge density.
In equation (5.10), Slater exchange term has been used. This term
40has been subjected to various alternations in recent years.
However, no attempt was made here to adopt any of those alternations 
of numerical factor. It should be noted, however, the exchange 
crystal potential should be the cubic root of the sum of the atomic 
exchange potentials. An approximation is made here to represent the
35
exchange crystal potential as the sum of the cubic root of each indi­
vidual free atomic potential. This procedure simplifies the calcula-
41tion. In his subsequent study of diamond charge density, Lafon 
made a comparison of these two approaches and found that the simpli­
fication is indeed justified.
For diamond, the free atomic charge density /?(r) is obtained 
from the Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calculations of Jucys'.^^ 
The expression is
4TCyO(r) = 2 [ R i g ( r ) ] 2  +  ZBRggCr)]^ +  2 [ R 2 p ( r ) ] ^  , ( 5 . H )
where R^g, R^g, and R£p are the radial part of the Is, 2 s, and 2 p 
wave functions respectively. The origin of the potential is located 
at the mid-point connecting the two face-centered cubic lattice. The
Wigner-Seitz cell about the origin has a volume of 0.= and con-4
tains two atoms at the locations given by
"t̂  = - ao(l' 1 ) 1 ) and ^ 2  = " ^ 1  »8
for the two face-centered cubic lattices one and two.
Then the potential can be expressed as 
2
V(?) = Vgtomic [r - (Rv +■?!)] , (5.12)
M 1 = 1
which is then expanded in the reciprocal lattice
V(r) = %  V(Ky)exp(iKy * r) . (5.13)
Due to the choice of the origin, the potential is invariant 
under the inversion operation. Equation (5.13) can be written as
r-» -1̂V(r) = X/V(Ko)cosK)) ' r . (5.14)
The Fourier coefficients are given by
V(^) = ̂  V(?)cos^ • r dT (5,15)
36
where N is the number of unit cells in the crystal and ̂  is the 
volume of the unit cell. The Fourier coefficients can also be 
divided into two parts: Coulomb and exchange parts. The detailed
derivation of this Fourier transformation is given in appendix B.
The result is:
VÔ^) = - | - cos^p • ?ifz f Q(r) sinKj/rdr
+ Kyj^(r)sin Kyrdrj , (5.16)
where Q(r) = 4Tr/>(r) ^
E(r) = |r[3A>(r)/ic]̂  .
Using Sq = 6.728 a.u., Lafon and Lin generated 4409 Fourier
coefficients. The V(0, 0, 0) was set at -1.435a.u. in order to
43 Jcompare with the OFW calculation of Bassani and Yoshimine using 




FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR V(r)
= I Fourier Coefficients2 7C
Ix V Iz Vr
0 0 0 -1.435
1 1 1 -0.4550
2 2 0 -0.2080
3 1 I -0.1586
4 0 0 -0.1148
3 3 I -0.0990
4 2 2 -0.08094
3 3 3 -0.07312
5 1 1 -0.07312
4 4 0 -0.06312
5 3 1 -0.05838
6 2 0 -0.05192
5 3 3 -0.04870
4 4 4 -0.04414
5 5 1 -0.04179
CHAPTER VI 
CRYSTAL SYMMETRY AND GROUP THEORY
The full symmetry group of a crystalline solid is the space 
group which consists of translational-symmetry operators and 
rotational-symmetry operators. The former form the pure transla­
tional subgroup and the latter form the point group. A well-known 
group-theoretical principle in quantum mechanics states that the wave 
functions of a quantum system must form bases for irreducible repre­
sentations of the group of operators which commute with the 
Hamiltonian of the system.
A general space-group element may be written as ̂ r 1?J where 
R is the rotational operator of the point group and t is the trans­
lational operator of the translation group,
(6.1)
When t = 0, the aggregate of the operators form the point-group.
When R is the identity operator E, the aggregate of the pure trans­
lational operators form the invariant and Abelian subgroup. This 
translational subgroup contains all the translations which can be 
written as
= n̂ â̂  + nga2  + ng^ (6 .2)




Tj(r) = r +o( ,
then for a wave function k
V*-"- CR )V
The Hamiltonian H belongs to the translational group with
= exp (iic . (6.3)
element T^. Since for any arbitration translation group (6.3) holds, 
we can consider exp (ik • t̂ ) as the representation of T£^, then
= exp(i2 • lê’n)^ (r) . (6.4)
We now label v|/ (r) as 4̂  ̂ (r) , then write
v|/̂ (?) = exp(i? • r)U:̂ (î , (6.5)
ÿ(^ = exp(ik(r‘ + l^))U^(r + t̂ ) . (6 .6)
tl
Therefore,
UgXr + to) = U2(r), (6.7)
and is periodic. This satisfies the periodic property of the 
crystal.
In chapter V, we have seen that a typical vector in the 
reciprocal space is defined as
Km = 2TT(m^b^ + ̂ 2^2 mgbg) ,
and
—̂  ^ .1 -̂ = 27r(m̂ n̂  + mgiig + m̂ n )̂
= 2 TTxinteger.
Then
exp(i(î  + ̂ )  • ^ )  = exp (ik • t̂ ) . (6 .8 )
If we apply the translational operator on the wave
40
function
= exp(i(Z + & )  •
= exp(l2  • (* 9)
This shows that4^^ and 4̂  ^  have the same symmetry property.
Thus k and ̂  are equivalent vectors in the sense as far as the 
relation (6.4) is concerned, and ^  are not distinguishable. 
Therefore we can consider them to have essentially the same k value. 
It is justified now that we confine all our attention to vectors 
lying inside a finite zone of the k- space. This zone is known as 
the first Brillouin zone which is constructed by setting up perpen­
dicular bisecting planes on lines connecting the origin to all 
reciprocal-lattice points and then taking the volume about the 
origin enclosed by these planes. The set of points k + K̂ , all desig­
nates the same irreducible representations of the translation group. 
All of k-space can be filled by fitting together a multitude of such 
zones, each centered on a lattice point, in which case the energy is 
a periodic function k throughout the k-space. Conventionally, one 
chooses the wave vector ?  so that it always lies within the first 
Brillouin zone. This procedure is known as reduced zone scheme.
If ̂  is the operator of the point group, then when we apply 
this operator to a wave function of Bloch form
= Rexp(i^ • r)U^(r)
= U^(^^7)exp(iiT . i^^r) (6.10)
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It Is seen that
S' • » S • ? • ts'^r
= S - S' S  , (6 .1 1 )
and the result of operation is
= exp(ÎRÏf * ?)U^(R“ r̂) . (6.12)
is periodic if U^r) is since if ?  is a primitive transla­
tion, must also be a primitive translation. Periodicity is all
that is required for U^(r) . Hence we may write Uĵ (R as
•+ * * “► ’ • . •
and only differ by a phase factor. The result
is that by applying an operator to the wave function, we are only 
rotating the k-vector. The eigenfunction is still in Bloch form.
This conclusion enables us to inspect the ïc-vector and find out all
the symmetry-related ̂  vectors, all of them must have associated 
eigenfunction of the same energy. In other words, if 4̂  is an 
acceptable wave function with eigenvalue E , R^^ is also an accept­
able wave function with the same energy.
If we start with an arbitrary ̂ -vector and apply all the
rotational operations and generate all the orientations of the
44k-vector, such aggregate of orientations is called a "star", 
and all the î?'s are different. However, if we place the ^-vector 
along a pre-chosen symmetry position, then some of the"^'s are 
the same. The subgroup of R's which leave k unchanged is called 
the group of the wave vector. The irreducible representations of the 
group are called small representations. The small group is the 
subgroup of the point group.
42
To summarize: the translational symmetry properties of the
crystal makes it possible for us to confine our discussion of the 
energy band structure within the first Brillouin zone. The rota­
tional symmetry properties give us the information about the energy 
levels and degeneracies in the crystal.
CHAPTER VII 
BASIS FUNCTIONS
The atomic wave functions have the usual form
'!'= 'SlCi<t>g,i . (7.1)
where
*g.l • R.(r)Yü,(®.f) • (7.2)
The radial-part of the wave functions is taken from Huzinaga's
45self-consistent-Hartree-Fock calculation of carbon,
Ru(r) = Nir""^exp(-o(ir^) , (7.3)
where N^, the noma ligation constant is given by
The coefficients Cĵ and the Gaussian exponential parameter
for Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals of carbon are listed in Table V.
Equation (7.1) could be written more explicitly as the
following expressions,
^Is, 2 s " C^d)^] ̂  (2^CjO(j4 exp(-c(jr^)} (7-4a)
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We thus have all the free atomic wave functions at our dis­
posal to construct the basis functions for the crystal Hamiltonian, 
the Bloch sum.
The Bloch sum is formed from these atomic functions for each 
of the two sub-lattices,
b ̂  (1̂, r) = %  exp(i% • Rv,)^[?- (Ry + t‘j) J , (7.5)
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where(/= Is, 2s, 2p^, 2py, 2pg and the Index J Indicates the sub
lattice, thus b^g(^, "r) designates a Is-Bloch sum associated with
the first sub-lattice, etc. In order to avoid the complex factor in
the energy matrix, it is a common practice to choose a phase factor
for the Bloch sum so that the matrix elements are all real. In the
44case of diamond, at (0, 0, 0) in k-space which in BSW notation 
is known as P-point, the calculation will be further simplified by 
forming "bonding" and anti-bonding" combinations, 
bT(^> = I*Crf)[Nxr(k)]’^2exp(il^ • Ry)
(Rp +  ^2) ] j  , ( 7 .6 )
+
the phase factor I'Cd) are defined as
X) y* z »+
and n."(k) are the normalization constants. At P-point, the P  group 
of diamond lattice divides into the irreducible representations:
^1 ^15 ^ 2 5 ' ^ 2 '
where P^ and P 2 ' are both singlet and P^^ and Pgg' are both 
triplet. From the transformation properties of various wave func­
tions, it is obvious that the bonding of the s-functions forms the
representation of Pj^; anti-bonding P  2 '. The bonding of the
r* r’ 46p-functions forms the representation of • ^ 5  and anti-bonding • 2 5 -
CHAPTER VIII 
MULTICENTER INTEGRALS
In order to find the energy band, the ten Bloch functions are 
used as basis for the secular equation,
where H represents the one-electron Hamiltonian
H = + V(?) . (8.2)
The matrix elements consist of the overlap, kinetic, and potential 
integrals.
Sij(k) = ^bi*(?,r)bj(k,r)dr
= [(2 i (Î?) n  j (ic) ] "^ S  exp (î * Ry)j (r)̂  (r’-Ry) dr,
Tij (k) = J bi*0^,r) C-%V ̂ bj (?,?)d'T
= [^i(k)Q. (k) ]"^ 2  exp(i^'Ry)
x54^i*(r) (-%V̂ )4̂ j (r^iC)dT: ,
V^jCk) = ^ bj^*(if,r)V(if)bj ,̂T)dX
= [iij exp(i^'^)1- J jV
x\ +'i* (t) V (t) (t-ty) dT . (8.3)
The expressions J i * ( r ) e t c . ,  are known as the 
multicenter integrals. Since the atomic orbitals 's are expressed 
as linear combinations of Gaussians, provided that the individual 
integrals involving Gaussians are evaluated, we have all the
46
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integrals at our disposal.
Let a Is Gaussian be placed at point A, and another Is 
Gaussian at 6, then the overlap integral for these two Gaussians is 
exp exp (-«^rg^)dT5
where r^ = r - A and tg = r - B .
Integrals involving higher orbitals can be obtained by
successive differentiations of the Is-ls integral, i.e.,
j  exp(-i^r^^)Xgexp(-«^rg^)dT
2 2 
“-2 ^  ë ç  expC-a^r^ )exp(-dtfB
Various integrals are listed in the appendix D.
The Hamiltonian for the potential integral has a general
form of
V 0^) cos(]?)> • r )̂ . (8.6)
The potential integral then assumes the form
exp( c o s ^  * r^)exp(-«(gr̂ )̂df , (8.7)
from chapter IV, we know that
exp(-o(ĵ r̂  )exp( - ^ 2  )
* exp(- Ab S  exp (- (^+o(^) rg )̂
Ĉ l 2
Df = (C^Aj +O^Bi)//(®̂ +®̂ 2)î i = X, y, z.
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—ÿ —$Thus the Hamiltonian cosK^ • can be written
as
cosK^ • rg = cosEKj,- (^jj +
= cosKy'TCD cosKy*rj) - sin KpT^jj
X sii%*rj^ . (8.8)
The integral becomes
J  exp(- AB^) exp(-
x[cosKy cos^ «rjj - sin K^-r^^ sini^-rJjld'T. (8.9)
Let be the integral
^ e x p ( - c o s K ^  ^  dT: , 
then can be evaluated as
Il = P*rj) 2 exp(-(di+*2)rD2 )drb 
X J cos (KytpCOs^) sinfldôd<f
^60 m r"Kyr_
= - l ? f  rg exp(-(<i+d2 )r_^)drp ] cosudu
Kv Jo Kyrp
= r^Gxp(- (o<̂ 4̂ 2)r̂ )̂ sin Kyr̂ ^dr^




J exp(-o/ir^^) V(r) exp(-e/2^B^^
= ^  V (^) ' exp (-d lf!k_^^) (_jJÏ_)^  
2
®̂ l" ^ 2
exp(--;-jyH,.- ) c o s i ^ . (8 .1 1 )
4(oii-W2) '
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At this point, one major difficulty arises.
This is the convergence of Ky which is dictated primarily by the 
factor
V0i^)«p(-4 ;
for cases where is large, convergence is reached only after
a large number of Ky is employed which makes it almost impossible to 
carry out. This slow convergence arises mainly from the singularity 
of the crystal potential which varies like about each
nucleus. In order to remove this difficulty we divide the crystal
potential into two parts,
V(r) =V^(r) + Vg(^ , (8.12)
where Vi(?) and V2(?) have the following properties.
(1) Vĵ Cr) has the full symmetry of the crystal and con­
structed as a superposition of "localized" contributions from each 
atom. Its Fourier expansion is identical to that of V(r) for large
Ky and each atomic contribution is readily integrated with the
Gaussian at the same center.
(2) VgCir) also has the full symmetry of the crystal but 
represents a relatively smooth function which converges rapidly in 
Ky. Once V^(r) is known, VgCr) could be gotten by
V2,(r) = V(r^ - Vi(r) .
With the properties of Vĵ (r) and in mind, we can see
that Vĵ (r) behaves like ~z/(r - about each nucleus. V2 (?))




= Z  a^G IcosKp r|G (cî ,r̂ )> . (8.13)
The details about the convergence will be given in appendix C.
On the other hand, V-ĵ (r) is now expanded in the direct space 
as a superposition of function*^ centered at each site,
< G (o(ĵ ,î | V(r) I G (e<2 » r̂ ) } . (8.14)
= X<G^j(^,r^jl/(r-J) |G(o<2,r̂ ) > . (8.14)
The only restriction upon'X/(^) is that it reproduces -z/|r I
near the origin. We are free to choose the form of ̂ 1/ for the
region away from the origin in such a way to facilitate the calcula­
tion. By making't/ (r) negligibly small before it reaches the next 
neighbor, one can improve the summation. The particular form of 
l̂/(r) employed is
*l/(r) = -(Z/r)(l r^)exp(-j^r^) , (8.15)
with = 2.5. For the case where both Gaussians centered at the
same center and ^ 40,
^ G(p/ĵ,r)̂) |Vi (?)|G(o<2»^A^^ may be approximated by
cy<G(o(ĵ ,r̂ )|«l/(r̂ ) (g (o12,^)> . (8.16)
where A and B refer to two different sites, the only non-negligible 
integrals of Vĵ  for 2  ̂  40 occur whend^  ̂or 0 ( 2 The
approximation used are
<  G (o(^, r^) I ( r )  j G ^2
0<G(c<i,^)IV(r^) [G(«(2 ,rg)> for o(̂  g (8.17)
2r<G( o ( J^^(^) |g(c<2,rg)> , for '
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In actual calculation, for the c a s e o / w e  expand 6^2»^)
about point A in Taylor series and equation (8.17) can be readily 
integrated out. The validity of this approximation is borne out 
by the fact that for the single-center integral, = 4232.61
and 0 ( 2 = 4232.61, this cut-off procedure gives the (Is IV Ils) 
integral as -0.4392x10"^ while a rigorous summation of 1000 Ky's 
gives -0.4391x10  ̂and a summation of 3000 K^'s gives 
-0.4386x10^. For the high-low combinations, we tested the pair 
withofĵ  = 42.4974 and0 ( 2 = 0.15331, a rigorous summation of Ky's
takes 944 Ky's before it reaches convergence and gives the 
(isIVjls) integral value as -0.22862507x10 and the cut-off 
procedures gives -0.22869800x10^^. From these figures, it is 
established that the approximation used here is indeed justified. 
The detail of the expansion scheme is also given in appendix G.
CHAPTER IX 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this calculation, all the necessary integrals are 
evaluated by the method described in the previous chapter. It is 
found that a big reduction of time is obtained by going from STO to 
CTO even though the latter has a much larger number of basis func­
tions, i.e., in the STO calculation of diamond band structure, six 
STO exponential parameters are used which results in a total of 
21 integrals. In the GTO calculation, 14 GTO Gaussian parameters 
are used and 105 integrals are evaluated. Even though the number 
of integrals to be evaluated in the GTO formulation is five times 
tue number of integrals required in the STO, the total computa­
tional time of the GTO approach is still far less than the STO 
method. The results and their comparison with the STO calculation 
are listed in tables VI - VIII. It is seen that they agree with 




COMPARISON OF GTO AND STO AT SYMMETRY POINTS
(ENERGY IN a.u.)
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COMPARISON OF OPTICAL TRANSITIONS OF DIAMOND
(ENERGY IN eV)
Transition Experi- STO^^ GTO
ment^*
Gs " F i5
X4 -X1 12.2 13.9 14.1
X^-Xi 16 20.1 20.6
rjg'-Pi 23 20.2 20.2
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF THE BAND STRUCTURE OF STO AND GTO
(ENERGY IN a.u.)
Basis 0,0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.75 0.9 1.0
A^(l) STO -1.243 -1.240 -1.230 -1.189 -1.160 -1.124 -1.062 -0.990 -0,938
GTO -1.238 -1.235 -1,225 -1.185 -1.156 -1.122 -1.061 -0.991 -0.941
A^(l) STO -0.503 -0.514 -0.542 -0.608 -0.637 -0,662 -0.690 -0.704 -0.707
GTO -0.504 -0.516 -0,543 -0.609 -0,639 -0.664 -0.691 -0.707 -0.709
Ag.d) STO -0.503 -0.511 -0.534 -0.612 -0.661 -0.714 -0.799 -0.883 -0.938
GTO -0,504 -0,513 -0.536 -0.615 -0.665 -0.719 —0,804 -0.887 -0.941
A  (2) 
1 STO -0.273 -0.272 -0.271 -0.278 -0.281 -0.279 -0.261 -0,225 -0.192
GTO -0.272 -0.272 -0.274 -0.280 -0.280 -0.275 -0.256 -0,219 -0.189
6  (2)
5 STO -0.273 -0.257 -0.219 -0.115 -0.062 -0.012 +0.049 +0.085 +0.092
GTO -0.272 -0,257 -0.220 -0.119 -0.066 -0.017 +0.045 +0.082 +0.089
A,, (2) STO -0.009 -0.005 +0.003 +0.009 -0.002 —0.026 —0.084 -0.151 -0.192
GTO -0.010 -0.007 +0.001 +0.009 -0.001 -0.022 -0.076 -0.142 -0.183
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TABLE VIII (Continued)
Basis 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,75 0,9 1,0
2i(i) STO -1,243 -1,237 -1,216 -1,138 -1,084 -1,026 -0,955
GTO -1,238 -1,231 -1,211 -1,136 -1,085 -1,029 -0,961
Z g d ) STO -0,503 -0,535 -0,601 -0,739 -0,798 -0,847 -0,902
GTO -0,504 -0,536 -0,603 -0,742 -0,802 -0,851 -0,906
Si(2) STO -0,503 -0,525 -0,575 -0,691 -0,741 -0,780 -0,791
GTO -0,504 -0,527 -0,577 -0,694 -0,743 -0,780 -0,791
2 a STO -0,503 -0,507 -0,521 -0,571 -0,604 -0,637 -0,678
GTO -0,504 -0,509 -0,522 -0,572 -0,605 -0,639 -0,680
2 4 STO -0,273 -0,265 -0,242 -0,163 -0,114 -0,052 +0,029
GTO -0,272 -0,265 -0,244 -0,166 -0,113 -0,056 +0,024
2 j (3) STO -0,273 -0,249 -0,200 -0,076 -0,014 +0,023 -0,023
GTO -0,272 -0,251 -0,204 -0,077 -0,014 +0,022 -0,022
2g(2) STO -0,273 -0,245 -0,196 -0,139 -0,136 -0,144 -0,168
GTO -0,272 -0,247 -0,199 -0,142 -0,136 -0,142 -0,163
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TABLE VIII (Continued)
Kx Basis 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,75 0,9 1.0
4 ( 3 ) STO -0.009 -0,001 +0,017 +0,057 +0,068 +0,076 +0,086
GTO -0,010 -0,003 +0,014 +0,054 +0,065 +0.072 +0,081
A / i ) STO -1,243 -1,233 -1,203 -1,093 -1,052
GTO -1,238 -1,228 -1,200 -1,095 -1,057
A / 2 ) STO -0,503 -0,557 -0,661 -0,872 -0,927
GTO -0,504 -0,558 -0,664 -0,872 -0,923
AaCi) STO -0,503 -0,518 -0,547 -0,592 -0,598
GTO -0,504 -0,519 -0,549 -0,594 -0.600
A^(2) STO -0,273 -0,251 -0,206 -0,139 -0.132 -
GTO -0,272 -0,251 -0,209 -0,141 -0,133
A  (3) 
1 STO -0,273 -0,234 -0,183 -0,137 -0,132
A  (4)
GTO -0,272 -0.237 -0.186 -0.142 -0,133
STO -0,009 +0,003 +0,028 +0,125 +0,148
GTO -0,01 +0.0001 +0,032 +0,132 +0,153
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CHAPTER X
THE ENERGY BAND GAP OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
The crystal structure of magnesium oxide (MgO) is same as 
that of rock-salt. It is composed of two interpenetrating face- 
centered cubic lattices. One fee lattice consists of oxygen atoms 
while the other consists of magnesium atoms. These two fee 
lattices are displaced by half lattice constant a^ along the body 
diagonal. The a^ for MgO is 4.21A.
CRYSTAL POTENTIAL
The crystal potential adopted for this calculation is again, 
the AHFS potential. The MgO lattice belongs to the point group 0^. 
The positions of Mg and 0 atoms in the unit all are given by 
t̂  = a^CO, 0 , 0 ) , ^  =-^( 1 , 1 , 1 ) .
The crystal potential V(r^ again can be expanded in the reciprocal 
lattice with reciprocal lattice vector Ky,
V(r) =^V(K>>) exp(-l^.r) .
Now we center the potential at either one of the atoms. The choice 
of the origin gives us a real energy matrix since the inversion 




VÔV) = N£ï5 i?i + itĵ ))exp(-iKv'?)d'f
%
= i 2  \ V. (^ - ^^)exp(-iKi»*r)d'C •u. i=i J 1 ■*•
2
= K  2  ((Vi(^-^i)exp(-i(K*** (r-ti)))exp(-iKy •?i)d-C
i=l •*
= i 21 5Vi(r)exp(“i^ •7)dtexp(-iKy 1?̂ ) 
i=.l
= i ^^Vj(r)cosKyrdf+cosK)»*^2 V 2 AcosKyrdrj . (10.1)
The potential now is divided into two kinds: the symmetric
and anti-symmetric parts. The Fourier coefficients are:
V® (Ky) = ^ V J (r) cosKy • rdr+ji'v2 (r) cosKy • rdt] ;
for Kjj, Ky and Kg all even (10.2)
V^(Ky) =^[ (r) cosKy*rdt-Jv2 (r) cos^-rdx] ;
for Kjj, Ky, and Kg all odd. (10.3)
In the calculation, we take Mg as 1 and 0 as 2, 
therefore
V®(^v) = V^^&) + V°(Ky)
V^(Ky) = V^^(iCy) -  V°(iTy),
where
V^®(&) = ̂ j'vi(r)cosKy-rdT (10.4)
(Ky) = V 2 (r)cosKy*rdr. (10.5)
The evaluation of these coefficients are the same as the case of
diamond we tabulate the first fifteen V^®(Ky) and (Ky) in table IX.
47The atomic wave functions used are given by Clementi.
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WAVE FUNCTIONS
For the free oxygen atomic wave function, Stewart's small
Gaussian expansion^® is much preferable since it contains less number
of Gaussians and each Gaussian is of moderate size as compared to the
ones in Huzinaga's paper. The C^'s and^i's are listed in Table X.
49For 3s and 3p states, we use Hosoya's HF calculation of STO and
fit them with the least square f itting.xhe results are,
^ 3 s " (1 0 .6 )
^3p = (|if)̂ S.fiexp(-C*jr2) . (10.7)
The various ĵ i's and^i's are tabulated in Table XI.
For magnesium, the Is, 2s, 3s, 2p wave functions are taken 
from Veillard's calculations.^^ The C^'s ando('s are tabulated in 
Table XII. The 3p state are taken from the tabulated values by 
Trefftz and Bierman^^ who used the HFSCF scheme to calculate the wave 
functions. The^ i's and^i's are tabulated in Table XIII.
We therefore have all the free atomic wave functions at our 
disposal to construct the basis functions for the crystal 
Hamiltonian — the Bloch sum.
The Bloch functions are constructed in the usual manner as
• 0 0 -8 )
The energy matrix is set up by Is, 2s, 3s, 2p, 3p functions of both 
magnesium and oxygen and all the multicenter integrals are evaluated 
in the same manner as before. The same "cut-off" procedure with a
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little revision is employed. The details are given in Appendix C.
The 18x18 energy matrix is diagonalized at the T-point.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
At thep-point, the energy levels splits into ten levels 
four of them are triplets. They are tabulated in Table XIV. We 
can identify Pg, Pq and as the Mg Is, oxygen Is, Mg 2s,
Mg 2p core states respectively. Pp corresponds to experimental 
value%9 at and is the top of the valence band. F^g corresponds to 
their F^ which is the bottom of conduction band. The band gap is 
10.7 eV vs. the experimental value of 7.8 eV. The existence of Tg 
and at their respective positions have not been confirmed by 
experimental data. Since there are no other first principle calcu­
lations that we know of at present time, no conclusion can be drawn 
about this point. It is suggested that a SCF approach be applied 
to this problem and further ascertain the exact positions of these 
levels. In view of the computer time involved, a complete band 
analysis should be followed only after the problem at P-point is 
resolved. Despite the difficulty cited here, the LCAO method does 
give fairly good agreement between the theoretical and experimental 
band gap values. This points out the fact that with an improved 
crystal potential, the LCAO method is able to yield better result.
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TABLE IX
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR AND V°(r)
î A .
2 1T
G 0 G -l.GGGG -l.GGGG
1 1 1 -G.22965 -G.19667
2  0 G -G.195GG -G.163G7
2 2 G -G.12893 -0.1G146
3 1 1 -G.1G421 -G.G8G168
2 2 2 -G.97981 -G.G74982
4 G G -G.G79G98 -G.G59642
3 3 1 -G.G69162 -0.G51742
4 2 G -G.G664GG -G.G49559
4 2 2 -G.G57348 -G.G42417
3 3 3 -G.G52114 -G.G38295
5 1 1 -G.G52114 -G.G38295
4 4 G -0.G45385 -G.G32988
5 3 I -G.G422G5 -G.G3G473
4 4 2 -G.G41252 -G.G29720
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TABLE X 
Cj ANDÛ^j^ OF OXYGEN






























Ci AND OF Mg
Ci(ls) Ci(2s) Ci (3s) Ci(2p) o(l
0.00038 -0.00009 0.00001 43643.6
0.00293 -0.00073 0.00014 6585.89
0.01496 -0.00384 0.00074 1510.32
0.05863 -0.01514 0.00291 431.833
0.17661 -0.04979 0.00971 142.071
0.37113 -0.11832 0.002298 51.4089
0.40079 -0.20111 0.04123 19.9361
0.12384 -0.02310 0.00306 8.04158
0.00375 0.57420 -0.13501 2.50948
0.00052 0.53517 -0.25490 0.871939
-0.00003 0.02118 0.59531 0.108819























r “POINT ENERGY LEVELS OF MgO
r E in a.u.
(singlet) -48.758
P b (singlet) -20.865
(singlet) - 4.20029
rj) (triplet) - 2.97507




rj; (triplet) - 5.37088
(^(singlet) 2.67848
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF 8 2 (b) FOR DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION
For dipole-dipol,e interaction, the  ̂term is given by
PiP, 2
S2(b)o,l = I  ( ^  ) gi dilKlOl ji.Kl)'
%(j2 lK2 0 |j2 ,K2 )^fl(k)
according to the selection rule
ii + 1 jg + 1
ii' = h  h  = h
ji - 1 Î2 - 1 (A.2)
Therefore we have nine different matrix elements; namely,
(j^lK^O j^+ 1 Kj^)2 (jglKgO Î2 + 1
X
(jilKiO ji (jglKgO j^Kz)^
(jilK^O j^ - 1  Kj) 2  (jz^V jg-l
20using the table for C - G coefficients, these nine different 
coefficients can be evaluated. fi(k) is defined in (2.26) with
k = - ^  B[ji(ji'+ 1) - ji(ji + 1) + jg' + 1 ) - jz(j2 + 1 )]' 
Define x = and k = xD,
the transitions are classified as:
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for A J i  - 0, A j 2 “ 0, D - 0,
2 2 
S2 <*»)o,l " (J2 “ 2̂ 0 IJ2K2 >
- •'i* «I*
Jidi+l) h O i * »
K ^ KgZ
S2 <*»>o,£ ■ (jj+i) (j^+2) JgCJg+iy 
S 2 0 » „ -
X J (2Ji+l) (2Jf+l) (JilK^OI j^K^)
X (JflKfOljfKf)W(jiJfJiJf. II)
2 2 (J2 lK2°l^2 ' V
2̂ '
where 11) Is the Racah coefficients the value of it can
be found in reference 21. In our case
W(abcd; if) with f * 1 and a = b » l ,  c » d - l :
W(abcd; 11) - (-l)b**-f
r (f4b4d+l) (£4b4d^ f.f4b+d^ f-f4b4d-I)
4 (ab+l)b(2b:l)(2d:R)d(^ ] •
We see that S2 (b),, exists only when A » 0, i.e., only diagonal 
matrix elements exist. The 8 2 (b)g, in this case is given by:
P.P. 2
b* Ô 1+ D
Therefore for ■ 0, ^ J 2 ■ 0,
2  K /_ 4 ,PlP2t2 1 V  , *1
S (b) " 9 ) J4 J m p i y  fjj(j[+i)
*  ( J l + l )  ( J i+ 2 )  ( J i + f t 2  J .
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AJi = 1, A J 2 = -1, D = - J2 + 1,
Sineli(b)o,i ^  QilKiO I Jl+lKi)
X ( j2 lK20l j2 - lK2)^  f j f x (1^-12+!)} 
2 2
, 4 P1P2 2 1_| ^2 "̂ 2 
9 \-Rv ' b^lj2(2j2+l)
(2Ji+l) (Ji+1)
c fu\ _ 4 , P1P2 \2 1 } ^2 "̂ 2 
S i n e l i W o . f  -  9 î̂jJ(2jpî)
Tü ^ ô p ry
A<7j_ — ”1> ^J2 " 1 ) D = J2“Ĵ +1>
Si.ela(b)o.i = I < ̂  ^  ÜilKiO|ji-lKi)^
X (j2 lK2 0 |j2+lK2)^ fifxCJg-Ji+l)}
_ 4 A P 2  )2 1 ( (Ji-Ki)
9 hv |j4 l Ji(2J^+l)
S i n e l j W o . f  ’ ^ ^ ^ ( J i + l ) ( 2J i + 3)
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_ L . PîPg v2 I i C 2 -K2 )(:2 -%2)
Sinel - 9 ( i y4l J2 (2J2+1 )
(Jg+D^-Kg^
^ (2J +I)(J +1) Jl(2Ji+l) f x(J2'Jl+l)}
(J^+I)2 -k^ 2
(Ji+1) (2jj+3) fll x(J2-Jl% ]}
A  j£ = 1 A  J2 = 0 D “ j£ + 1
S'in«li»)o,l - I  ( ^  ^ 4  (JllKiO|Ji+l Ki):
(j2 lK2 0 U 2K2 f  fijx(Ji+I))
4 ( IlfZ ) 2  1 _ K-
9 iîv u4 J (J +1)
(Ji+2)^-Ki^  ̂  ̂ ,
(2j^+3) (Jj+2)
Aj^ = -I, A  Jg = 0, D = Jj,
2
S'i„el2 0 ’’o,l ■ I < ^  ^
(jjiKgOlizKz)'
4 , ^1 ^ 2 \ 1 ^2 "
9 ■  ̂~  TTrJTTî r-rrr-TT
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(?, - 4 , ^ 1 ^ 2  1 * 2
(J+l)^-K^^
(Jĵ +1) (2j^+3)
A  ~ 0  ; A  J2 ^ 1 ) D = J2 + 1S'in̂ ljO.)»,! = I < ̂  ^  «ilKjOIĴ Kp'
(jglKgOlig+l Kg) fi(x(J2 +l))
X y( 2Ji+l)(2jf+l) (jilKiO j^Ki) 
X (jflKfOljfKf)W(jijfjijf, 11)
X (jglKgOljg+lKg)^ f^CxCJg+D)
S' (b) - 4 . P1P2 /  1_ (^2+^)




 ̂ fl(x(J2 +l))(J +̂1) (Jĵ +2
"l'“2 J  1 Vi'in.li'b). . 2  ( -2 -!: ) (-1 )3 ® 9 tiv b4 (Ji+1)
2 2 (J2 +I) -K_
f (x (J2+D)(ZJg+l) (J2+I)
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S'lnelj(b) 9 ' Rv ' b4 (2J +1)(J +1) Ji(Ji+l) 
2 2
* (J 1+1) (J 1+2) ■ (Ji+Î)2 >
" 0, ^J2 4" “1> D ■ J2,
S'inel4 (b)o,i “ f ( UtKl)^
X (j2 lK2 0 lj2 -lK2 )^ £(«^2 ^
XV(2Ji+l) (2jf+l) (jilKiO |jj_Ki) 
x(.jflKfO(j^KpW(jj^jfj^j^, 1 1 )
x(j2 lK2 0 W 2 -I £ ^ 2 )
J 2.? 2
(b)_inel^' '0,1 9 -lav y4 .12(2.72+1)
Ki^
' J^O^+l) ®l<’̂ 2)
- ,  4 . £ i £ 2 . 2  i _  _ f 2 j f ^
 ̂inel^'GJo.f 9  ̂ üv  ̂ J2(2J2+1)
K /
* (Jl+l)(Jl+2) ^^"^2 )
S' fb") " 4 / P1P2 1 "̂2 "^2
Inel^f 9 ' b& JzCZlg+l)
2Ki^
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, , /y\ . 4 / \2 l_ 2̂ ~^2
Inel^^ 9 -Kv ^4 J2(2J2+1) Jl(Jl+V
2Kj 2
,(Jl+l)(Jl+2) (J +1)^
,, , . 4  ( Pl"2 ,2 1 [ > 2  < ( J l 4 X ) V
Inel 9 -Kv b4 J2<J2+1) I 23̂ 4-1) (Ji+1)
. . (J.+2)^-K^^ .
j,2 .k,2 -; . ,Oi+ 1 )-Kx2  -,
■*■ jĵ (2 j^+l) ■’■ (Jĵ +l) (2jĵ +3) ^l(x(Ji+l))j
2 2 2 2 
(J2+I) -K2 5  Ki ' Ri -
(2J2+I) (J2+I) l Jĵ (Jĵ +l) ■'■ (J^+1) (Jĵ +2)
P 2 2 2
2^1  ̂̂ >̂ 2 ”̂ 2 ^1 
(jj^+l)2 4(:^(J2+1)) + J2 (2J 2+1 ) Ji(Ji+1)
+
(Jl+l)(Jl+2) (j^+i)2j"l^-2
A  = 1, A  J2 = 1, D = + J2 + 2,
S ' W i W o . l  = I  ( ^  ^  OllKi» |3i+
2
x(j2 lK2 Û|j2+lK2) fi(x(Ji4J2+2))
4 , P1 P2 .2 = Ô ( -:5rr )9 Hv (2Ji+l) (Ji+1) 
(Jo+l)^ -Ko^
^ W 2 +lT(jFl) l̂(::('̂ l+'̂ 2+2 ))
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4 PjPj 2 J Oi+2)^-Ki^.
 ̂ inel2^^o,f 9  ̂ Hv  ̂ ^4 (2Jĵ +3) (Jĵ +2)
(Jg+D^-Kg^
^ (2J2+1) (Jg+l) fl(x(Jl+32+3))
4  Ji = -1. ^  Jg = -1, D - Ji + Jg 
S"inel2(b)o,i = | ( '> ^  (JilKiO iJi-lKi)
(i2 lKgO |i2 -lKg) 2  f^(x(J^+J2>)
4 / ^1^2 1 *̂ 1 “̂ 1
9 -Mir y4 Ji(2Ji+l)
S".inelg' 'o,i 9 1iv y4 (Ji+1) (2Ji+3)
Jg^-Kg^
Jg(2jg+I) fl(x(Ji+Jg+l))
_  4 / l P 2  2 j  ( J 2 + 1 ) W




■*' (Ji+1) (2Ji+3) fl(2c(Ji+Jg+l))j ] .
APPENDIX B
THE FORMULATION OF AHFS CRYSTAL POTENTIAL
The crystal potential can be considered as a superposition of 
atomic potentials. It can be divided into two parts: the Coulomb
part and the exchange part. For the Coulomb part
I ^
= I  Z  t ? - ( 4  Ï  ti)]. (B.i)
" y  g, atomic
where
ĵ Coul /3\ =vCou 0^  _Z + 4JPf^(%r,)r,2dr, + ATT] (r')r'dr'. (B.2)
atomic' ' r r ' r
yCoul 0^ can be expanded in a Fourier series 
cry
V^°y^(r) = 2  (ty)exp(iKy.r) (B.3)
and (^) is defined ascry '
Vc?y ̂ (^) = A  exp (-î̂  *̂ ) dr. (B. 4)
Upon substituting (B.3) into (B.4)
2r._..l -► 1 <T
v _ ...............................,
Ry 1 — 1
= 2.90^ .itCcoul (?)exp(-i^.?)dr (B.5)
Ü atomic
where t = t2 = -ti.
Since the choice of the origin of the crystal potential is 




= 2 cos&.t Lcoul cost.rdT, (B.6)
cry ^ -Cl. atomic ^
r?  ̂ /ITx j  cos(Kyrcos0) sindd© J dp 
o o
= |ir ( rVatomic(r)sln(Ki/r)dr .
K)/ ‘̂o
Therefore
sin (K, r) dr . (B. 7)
cry is.j/ Q
Substituting (B.2) into (B.7) and effecting the integration 
yields
Coul ̂  , ■- g co.sK.J ; f Z-47T J* • ®  • «
“'y K / n .  ‘
For the exchange part, we use the standard Slater exchange 
approximation
C o L  W  • ® - «
v ! r  A  -  I  I æ j ? -c r y  R i = i
^exch 1 ^ ( A  exp (- ity• r) dr
cry 1 1
= Sncpst-t (3_)3 j®r[p(r)]^
xsin(Kyr)dr . (H.1Ü)
The crystal potential is a sum of the Coulomb and exchange terms.
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Very (?) = (ï) +
= S v „ y ( ^ ) c o s ^  ?  . (B.ll)
and we obtain
VgryOG) =V^^^(Ky) + Vcry'"&)
= - ̂ ^ ^ cos^ •~t̂ Z " Q(r)slnl^rdr
+ Ky E(r)sinKyrdr , (B.12)
where
Q (r) = 4'nvP(r) , ^
3 
2E(r) = 1  [3f(r)/r •
APPENDIX C 
THE EWALD-TYPE POTENTIAL EXPANSION
In chapter IX, we divide the crystal potential into two
parts,
V(r) = Vi(r) + [V(3 - Vi(^] ,
V]̂ (r) ,
where the requirement for ̂ iT(r) is such that it behaves like Z/r 
near the origin. The part V2 (r) = V(r) - Vĵ (r) is in effect a 
"cut-off" potential with the singularity cut off. Therefore V2 (r) 
is a relatively smooth function of r and consequently requires less 
number of Fourier coefficients to represent it. As shown in the
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we can approximate
<G(o^,r - t))Vi(r))G(o(2,'r - E ) >
(0 ( 2, r - ^  ̂  -
In the process of subtracting V^(r) and form we have
V & )  = (r) exp (t • r) d r
= ■8.irc,o,sKj>_it r^<^(r)sitiKyrdr , (C.l)
KpfL o
assuming that^/(r) can be written as
= ̂ (Z + a^r + a2 r^ + .......)exp(-br^)




where b is chosen with an appropriate magnitude such that
remains well localized.
- SiTcgs^ -tTg. J*exp(-br^)sinl^rdr
Ky CC I Q
+ 5? r^exp(-br^)sinKj,rdr . (C.2)
° r  2V-2The integral of the type j x e sin(yx)dx is evaluated by
® 52using Hypergeometric function and Gamma function such that
Ç) x ^ ^ 2 x̂p(-tj|x̂ ) sin(yx)dx
= %<IT(y)y Fi()̂ ;|;-|ŷ /o|) . (C.3)
In the case of diamond, we use
Ûlr') = - (̂ ) ( 1 r̂ ) exp (-î r̂ )r
with 2.5.
In the case of MgO, we obtain the "cut-off" potentials for both 
magnesium and oxygen and then form the symmetric and antisymmetric 
parts of the crystal potential. In MgO, instead of fixing the 
values of b and a^'s, we let the high Fourier coefficients be the 
Vl(l̂ ÿ) and using
V(r) = ̂ «texp(-j^ir^) - (Z -K()exp(-]̂ 2r̂ )j . (C.4)
The and ̂  's are not pre-determined but were fitted by a least- 
square curve-fitting such that will be the same as the tail
part of V(^). The values of and'|̂ 2 magnesium are
C^= -14.7853, = 19.3866, = 60.3715,
and for oxygen are
c4= -9.94075, = 16.8809, - ^ 2 ~ 66.8269 .
We list in table XV and table XVI the comparison of V2 (K)/) 
and VO^v) which we call V^^ and V2k^*
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To evaluate the Integral
foro(i^o <2
we use the scheme of expanding exp(-®4^^) about the point A in 
Taylor series and then integrate the series until it reaches con­
vergence. For the -Z/r^ term, the integral has the form 
I = -Jexp(-<^r^^) (Z/r^)exp(-e 2̂ ^B^)dT .
Since
-> —^
fB = = 4 - AB ,
so rg^ = r^^ + AB^ - 2^ * A ^
= + AB^ - 2r^ ABcosô ,
where Ô is the angle between and rg. We can therefore write
exp(-d^rg2 ) = exp(-®̂ 2 (’̂Â  + AB^)) exp( 2 2 r^ABcosû)
and expand the second exponent as
_ _(2«i<2rAÂBcos )"
exp(2%2 r^ABcos8 )C< 1 +Z ^ ------ •
The integral now becomes
I = -Z6xp(-<̂ 2AbS Jr^exp(-C^l +°^2)^A )
X _
n= 0  “*
= -2irZexp<-o(2AB ) 2  — )
n= 0




The radial part of the integral is of the form
r^"^^exp(-Ar2)dr » —EL:—
 ̂o 2X^ + 1
If the purpose is to evaluate (-Z/r)î r̂  then the only modification 
will be
J® ̂ 2(n+l)+l j^^2 . ,(n + .
Therefore, the result for -Z/r can also be used for (-Z/r)'V*r̂  
provided that we multiply the result of the former by a factor of 
i*'(n+l)̂ . The integral I is evaluated as 
The integral I is evaluated^as
I = -2 i ! ^
The convergence of the summation is dictated by the ratio of the nth 
term with respect to the sum of the (n-1) terms. If the ratio is 
less than lO” ,̂ we stop the summation.
The s-p, and p-p integral again could be obtained by partial 
differentiation with respect to By or B :̂
< I - |-JG
= I - ï||gS(o<2 ,Tb)>
^  , 2 ^-^. 2  (2^2^ ) ^  n!= ZTZexpHgAB )AB [^=0
J y  n! ^
- ^ 2^1 •
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' - ^  n(âS"-l
A
° - % |  .=cp(-.(,ÂB^ÀB^Jj
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TABLE XV
COMPARISON OF Vg^ AND V 2gy FOR DIAMOND
Kx Ky Kz VK, V 2K^
0 0 0 -1.435 -0.64276
2 2 0 -0.20803 0.19417
4 0 0 -0.11484 0.10115
4 2 2 -0.080940 0.045115
5 1 1 -0.073118 0.032615
5 3 1 -0.58377 0.012904
5 3 3 -0.048701 0.0019987
5 5 1 -0.041788 0.0011086
6 4 2 -0.038372 0.00023358
7 3 1 -0.036572 -0.000049802
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TABLE XVI
COMPARISON OF AND V 2jĵ FOR Mg and 0
Kx 4 Kz % ( 0 ) V 2Kp(0 ) % ( M 8 ) V 2K^(Mg)
9 5 1 -0.1115x10-1 0.2426x10-2 -0.1607x10-1 0.5833x10-2
23 1 1 7 -0.1817x10"^ 0.1999x10"^ -0.2717x10"^ 0.2440x10"^
30 8 2 -0.1319x10"^ 0.5143x10"^ -0.1968x10"^ 0.5562x10"^
31 1 1 1 -0.1182x10’^ 0.2940x10"^ -0.1761x10"^ 0.2923x10*4
30 16 14 -0.9487x10"^ 0.8585x10"^ -0.1412x10"^ 0.5213x10*5
39 7 7 -0.7753x10"^ 0.3368x10"^ -0.1181x10"^ 0.4302x10*7
APPENDIX D 
KINETIC AND POTENTIAL INTEGRALS
The Integrals of kinetic and potential energies are as
follows :
.“r-A) 1- iv^lG®(ô 2 >'r"T)^=M^ ( 3 - 2AAB^) ,
,r-I) I - = X ^ 3 ^Bx (5-2AAb S/</i >
< G^^¥-1 ,?-A) 1 ” 1 7 1G^^(ô >*^“̂ )> = 7AÂBx^-AÂB^+2A^Ab\b3j^/</3^2 ,
I - i\7̂ lGPy(0<2.‘r-t)>X32^5ÂBxny(2AÂB^-7)/</jo(2^
< G® (<̂  ,?-X) I cos(^%)|G® ( « ^ = A S 5  cos (Kp’̂ ij) »
< G P ^(«‘'1,’?-'^)1 cos •■?■£,) I G®(e^ ,? - ’!)>  =
=6A^ [ (\ÂB̂ /(<2) cos • r̂ p)
-(^)x sin(^.r^j))/2f*̂-H«<2)]»
< GP^ ((X]̂ Ir-̂ ) I cos (Ky r̂ ) | G^^ /r-B)>
- ('̂ Ẑ ‘̂l‘̂2  ̂ ]cos(K̂ *r̂ jj)
+ (>/2«(iO(2)ÂBx(^)x(2 u-l)sin(^-'^o)} ,
< gP^ (pf̂ ,"r-A) I cos (^.r^)| G^^(«^ Jr-B)>





X =o(ĵ Ô /(ô ]̂ -+ô )j,̂ A=[tC/ t  2$=exp(-AAB^) ,
S =expC-'K̂ /̂4(ol̂ +ofg) ], u = ( X ^ / ,
and AB^ refers to the x component of thfe line joining the points A and
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